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Our current paradigm Our current reality

(ML research)
v stocks

supply & demand

robots
dataset model evaluation

Can our algorithms handle the changing world?



How does industry cope?

the way our techniques are being used != the way we intend

Chip Huyen on misperceptions about ML production:



One Solution: Fine-tune the model

+ Works great!

— Also has limits: requires non-trivial amount of labeled data

What	makes	ImageNet	good	for	transfer	learning? Huh, Agrawal, Efros. ‘16

Random initialization
ImageNet

Universal	Language	Model	Fine-Tuning	for	Text	ClassificaAon. Howard & Ruder. ‘18

Unsupervised language model ->IMDb Unsupervised language model -> TREC-6

fine-tune

Never	Stop	Learning:	The	Effectiveness	of	Fine-Tuning	in	Robotic	Reinforcement	Learning.	Julian, Swanson, Sukhatme, Levine, Finn, Hausman. ‘20

pre-train

grasp success:

computer vision

natural language processing

robotics



A core tool: meta-learning

Introduce assumptions that allow us to generalize further with less data.This talk:

Goal: make these assumptions mild, yet powerful



Meta-Learning for Robustness

1.	Overview	of	meta-learning	&	what	it’s	[currently]	capable	of

3.	Can	we	fine-tune	without	labeled	target	data?

2.	Can	we	capture	equivariances	with	meta-learning?



How does meta-learning work? An example.
Given 1 example of 5 classes: Classify new examples

training data test set



How does meta-learning work? An example.

meta-training
training 
classes

… …

meta-testing Ttest

Given 1 example of 5 classes: Classify new examples

training data test set

regression, language	generaAon, skill	learning,
any	ML	
problemCan replace image classificaLon with:



How does meta-learning work?

One approach: parameterize learner by neural network

0 1 2 3 4
4

(Hochreiter et al. ’91, Santoro et al. ’16, many others)



How does meta-learning work?

Another approach: embed optimization inside the learning process

0 1 2 3 4

4

(Maclaurin et al. ’15, Finn et al. ’17, many others)

r✓L



What can meta-learning enable?

provided demo resulLng policy
AdapAng	to	new	objects

Yu*, Finn*, Xie, Dasari, Zhang, Abbeel, Levine. One-Shot	
Imita/on	from	Observing	Humans. RSS 2018

AdapAng	to	new	molecules

Nguyen et al. Meta-Learning	GNN	Ini/aliza/ons	for	Low-

Resource	Molecular	Property	Predic/on. 2020

AdapAng	to	new	regions	of	the	world

Rußwurm, Wang, Körner, Lobell. Meta-Learning	for	Few-Shot	Land	

Cover	Classifica/on. CVPR 2020 EarthVision Workshop

AdapAng	to	new	terrains	&	condiAons

Nagabandi*, Clavera*, Liu, Fearing, Abbeel, Levine, Finn. Learning	to	
Adapt	in	Dynamic	Real-World	Environments. ICLR 2019



Meta-Learning for Robustness

1.	Overview	of	meta-learning	&	what	it’s	[currently]	capable	of

2.	Can	we	capture	equivariances	with	meta-learning?

3.	Can	we	fine-tune	without	labeled	target	data?



Can we discover equivariant and invariant structure via meta-learning?
(i.e. symmetries)

build in structure to solve this problem.
e.g. convolutions

A second solution to distribution shift:

+ Great when we know the structure & how to build it in! — Not great when we don’t



How are equivariances represented in neural networks?

Let’s look at an example.

Zhou, Knowles, Finn. Meta-Learning Symmetries by Reparametrization. under review ‘20

1D convolution layer 1D convolution represented as FC layer



Zhou, Knowles, Finn. Meta-Learning Symmetries by Reparametrization. under review ‘20

1D convolution represented as FC layer

Representing Equivariance by Reparametrization

Key idea: reparametrize weight matrix W
underlying filter 

parameters

Captures 
symmetries.

Captures underlying 
shared parameters.

sharing matrix

1   0   0
0   1   0
0   0   1
0   0   0

0   0   1

…
 

Theoretically, this can directly represent decoupled  
equivariant sharing pattern + filter parameters.

for all G-convolutions with finite group G



Meta-Learning Equivariance

Zhou, Knowles, Finn. Meta-Learning Symmetries by Reparametrization. under review ‘20

Inner loop: only update parameters , keep equivariance  fixedv → v′ U
Outer loop: learn equivariance  and initial parameters U v

meta-learning symmetries by reparametrization (MSR)

Important assumption:               
Some symmetries shared 

by all tasks.



Can we recover convolutions?
from translationally equivariant data

Zhou, Knowles, Finn. Meta-Learning Symmetries by Reparametrization. under review ‘20

MSR-FC: fully-connected layer weights W

MAML-X: X corresponds to architecture  
(fully-connected, locally-connected, convolution)

Mean-squared error on held-out test tasks

recovered weight matrix



Can we recover something better than convolutions?

…from data with partial translation symmetry

…from data with translation + rotation + reflection symmetry

Zhou, Knowles, Finn. Meta-Learning Symmetries by Reparametrization. under review ‘20

: rank of a locally- 
connected layer

k

MSR-Conv:  corresponds to convolution layer weightsW



Can we learn symmetries from augmented data?

Zhou, Knowles, Finn. Meta-Learning Symmetries by Reparametrization. under review ‘20

baking data augmentation  
into the architecture / update rule

—>



Meta-Learning for Robustness

1.	Overview	of	meta-learning	&	what	it’s	[currently]	capable	of

2.	Can	we	capture	equivariances	with	meta-learning?

3.	Can	we	fine-tune	without	labeled	target	data?



What kind of distribution shift to adapt to?

Training data from p(x, y |z)ptr(z)
Test data from p(x, y |z)pts(z)

Form adversarial distribution :q(z)

We’ll now focus on: group shift

categorical group variable z
e.g. user, location, time of day

can capture label shift, most covariate shift

Group DRO (distributionally robust optimization):
(Ben-Tal et al. ’13, Duchi et al ’16)

+ can enable robust solutions - often sacrifices average/empirical group performance

(can be derived from meta-data)

+ less pessimistic than adversarial robustness

captures problems like federated learning



Can we aim to adapt instead of aiming for robustness?

Assumption: test inputs from one group available in a batch or streaming.

Adaptive risk minimization (ARM)

Test time

Zhang*, Marklund*, Dhawan, Gupta, Levine, Finn. Adaptive Risk Minimization: A Meta-Learning Approach for Tackling Group Shift. ‘20

unlabeled data from test sub-distribution adapt model & infer labels
(e.g. new user, different time-of-day, new place)



1. Construct sub-distributions of training data  
2. Train for adaptation to sub-distributions.

Zhang*, Marklund*, Dhawan, Gupta, Levine, Finn. Adaptive Risk Minimization: A Meta-Learning Approach for Tackling Group Shift. ‘20

Adaptive risk minimization (ARM)

MAML with learned loss or meta-learning with context variable

How to adapt with unlabeled data?

Simplest setting: context = BN statistics



Experiment 1. Federated Extended MNIST (Cohen et al. 2017, Caldas et al. 2019)

Distribution shift: adapt to new users with only unlabeled data

Zhang*, Marklund*, Dhawan, Gupta, Levine, Finn. Adaptive Risk Minimization: A Meta-Learning Approach for Tackling Group Shift. ‘20

ARM - adaptive risk minimization

DRNN - distributional robustness  
(Sagawa, Koh et al. ICLR ’20)

ERM - standard deep network training
UW - ERM but upweight groups to 
the uniform distribution

+ 5% improvement in average accuracy
+ 10% improvement in worst-case accuracy

q-FedAvg (Li et al. 2020) - federated learning method



ARM - adaptive risk minimization

DRNN - distributional robustness  
(Sagawa, Koh et al. ICLR ’20)

ERM - standard deep network training
UW - ERM but upweight groups to 
the uniform distribution

Zhang*, Marklund*, Dhawan, Gupta, Levine, Finn. Adaptive Risk Minimization: A Meta-Learning Approach for Tackling Group Shift. ‘20

Experiment 2. CIFAR-C, TinyImageNet-C (Hendrycks & Dietterich, 2019)

Distribution shift: adapt to new image corruptions
(train using 56 corruptions, test using 22 disjoint corruptions)

+ 3-10% improvement in 
average accuracy

+ 8-21% improvement in  
worst-case accuracy



Takeaways

Our	current	paradigm Our	current	reality
Evaluate	staAc	model World constantly	non-staAonary



1.	Meta-learning	is	a	tool	for	enabling	fast	adaptaAon.

to objects, molecules, regions, condiLons over Lme, …

Our	current	paradigm Our	current	reality
Evaluate	staAc	model World constantly	non-staAonary

Takeaways

2.	Preliminary	evidence	that	it	can	capture	equivariances
via reparametrized weight matrices

3.	Allows	fine-tuning	without	labeled	target	data.

via adapLve risk minimizaLon



Questions?

Students
Want to learn more? 

about meta-learning, multi-task learning, 
generalization

Stanford CS330: Deep Multi-Task and Meta Learning 
cs330.stanford.edu 

All lecture videos online!

Allan Zhou Tom Knowles Marvin Zhang Nikita DhawanHenrik Marklund Sergey Levine

Working on distribution shift?

Benchmark with distribution shifts 
arising in real-world applications.

wilds.stanford.edu

http://cs330.stanford.edu

